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Abstract Cloud radiative effects are estimated using up- and downward ground-based observations of broadband thermal infrared
sensors in cloudy conditions which are provided by the ARM data repository. The ARM Surface Radiation measurement is
analyzed. To study the cloud radiative effects, the observed thermal infrared measurements under cloudy conditions are analyzed
together with microphysical cloud properties like liquid and ice water path obtained from the CloudNet algorithms applied to
the remote-sensing instrumentation suite at the ARM site in Utqiaǵvik. Cloud observations have been sorted depending on the
coupling of the cloud with upwind water vapor transport events that can interact with sea ice upwind. Statistics of surface net
thermal fluxes and cloud water/ice properties show a distinguished distribution for coupled and decoupled clouds. It was found
that coupled clouds contain more liquid water and are more efficient reduce the cooling of surface LW radiation.

INTRODUCTION

Clouds are a driving element in the Arctic climate system due to their interaction with solar and thermal infrared
radiation, yet their contribution to the Arctic amplification is still uncertain. Therefore long-term studies are paramount
in order to better understand the Arctic climate system. The Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program’s
North Slope of Alaska (NSA) observational site located in Utqiaǵvik, Alaska, is one of the main source for long-term
high-quality observations for clouds and radiation studies in the Western Arctic (Fig. 1, left). The present study uses
observations from NSA to study cloud radiative effects (CRE) focused on the cloud coupled to water vapour transport
that has interacted with different sea ice conditions upwind. We only focus on longwave (LW) radiation. To minimize
the influence of solar shortwave (SW) we study Arctic winters (Nov. to Mar.) from 2012 to 2020. The scientific
questions to be investigated are three-fold: 1. How are macro- and microphysical cloud properties influenced by the
presence of leads or polynyas?, 2. To which extend does the coupling/decoupling of clouds to moisture-layer impact
the cloud’s radiative properties?, and 3. How do mixed-phase clouds affect CRE for coupled/decoupled cases?

Figure 1. Left: The ARM site in the North Slope of Alaska (71.23◦ North, 156.61◦ West) in Utqiaǵvik, Alaska. Right: AMSR2
sea ice concentration from 23th March 2019, considered within a 50 km radius (red circle).
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METHODOLOGY

Radiation data from the ARM Radiative Flux Analysis (RADFLUXANAL) [1] comprised of quality controlled broad-
band shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW) radiation fluxes is used. In this study only LW fluxes observations are
included when the lidar has detected at least one cloud layer.

Sea ice concentration: Sea ice data are obtained from daily satellite retrievals provided by the University of
Bremen public repository (www.seaice.uni-bremen.de). The product used is the AMSR2 sea ice (ASI) concentration
at a grid resolution of 3.124 km as shown in Fig. 1 (right panel). We consider SIC within a sector of radius of 50 km
centered around NSA. For the following analysis, only SIC from grid pixels which are located at the direction of the
maximum gradient of water vapour transport are considered, for example the grey lines in Fig. 1 right panel.

Sea ice - atmosphere coupling conceptual model: The following analysis is performed to couple sea ice conditions
upwind with cloud observations above NSA. The vertical gradient of water vapour transport (∇zWV T ) is calculated
from radiosonde humidity and wind profiles. The direction of maximum ∇zWV T (see grey lines in Fig. 1) is used
as a means to relate SIC with the observed clouds at NSA. The physical reason to use ∇zWV T as couple mechanism
for sea ice condition and clouds is that the open sea ice areas are effective sources of heat and moisture which are
transported by the wind towards the observatory, this moisture interaction with the cloud is the basis of this study.
To classify cases where the WVT is coupled or decoupled to the cloud, the cumulative variance of virtual potential
temperature θv is analyzed from the cloud base height downwards to an altitude where the variance exceeds a certain
threshold. That altitude is assigned as mixing cloud layer below cloud base. If the maximum of ∇zWV T is located
within this layer and cloud top, the cloud is assigned to be coupled, otherwise decoupled. This technique has been
developed and applied to NSA by [2].

Skin temperature estimation considering SIC: The surface skin temperature is calculated based on an empirical
function (1) that relates SIC with the surface temperature calculated from the up-welling and down-welling LW flux.

Tskin(SIC,Ts) = SIC×Ts + (1 − SIC)×SST (1)

with SST being sea surface temperature (assumed 271.34 K), SIC ranging from 0 . . .1, and Ts the surface temperature
derived from flux observations given by Eq. 2. Tskin tends to SST when SIC approaches zero, otherwise is Ts given by:

Ts =
[F↑lw− (1− εs)F

↓
lw

εs σ

] 1
4

(2)

with F↓lw and F↑lw being down- and up-welling measured LW fluxes [3, 4]. The surface LW emissivity εs is assumed to
be 0.981±5% as range of characteristic εs reported by [5, 6] for NSA winter, and σ the Stephan-Boltzmann constant.

Cloud properties: The cloud macro- and microphysical properties have been derived using the Cloudnet classi-
fication algorithm in its open source version (Cloudnetpy) developed by [7]. The input of Cloudnet processing chain
consists of ground-based remote sensing cloud radar, lidar and microwave radiometer. The input data have been ob-
tained from the NSA site observations and pre-processed to Cloudnet input format by [2]. Main Cloudnet outputs
used in this study are the path integrated liquid water (LWP) and ice water content (IWP).

RESULTS

Surface long-wave net radiation fluxes are analyzed as function of e.g. liquid and ice water path (LWP, IWP), skin
temperature based on SIC, and cloud mixed-phase fraction. Figure 2 (panels A and B) summarizes the distributions
of surface net LW flux Fnet

lw versus LWP for coupled (left column) and decoupled (right column) clouds. Coupled
clouds produce a Fnet

lw with a mono-modal distribution with maximum occurrence around -10 W m−2. On the contrary,
decoupled clouds contain less liquid water and their Fnet

lw has a distinguished bi-modal distributions with peaks around
-8 and -40 W m−2, both Fnet

lw peaks are also characterized by a wider spread around them. This result suggests that
coupled cloud are characterized by a higher liquid water content and they are more effective in balancing the surface
net LW fluxes, i.e. the down-welling component is stronger to countervail the surface up-welling radiation. This is
not the case for decoupled clouds.

Since the sensible heat flux is proportional to the temperature difference at the interface between surface and the
adjacent atmospheric layer, a relationship between the sensible heat flux and the net LW flux can be studied. To do so
we define ∆T as the temperature difference given by Eq. 3.

∆T = Tskin(SIC,Ts) − T2m (3)
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Figure 2. Top row: Distributions for surface net LW radiation Fnet
lw versus LWP for coupled (A) and decoupled (B) cases. Bottom

row shows surface net LW radiation versus ∆T defined in Eq. 3 for coupled (C) and decoupled (D) clouds.

with T2m is the standard two meter air temperature and Tskin(SIC,Ts) is given by Eq. 1.
In Fig. 2 bottom row, the distribution of ∆T as defined by Eq. 3 is used as proxy for SIC dependent sensible heat

flux and related with the Fnet
lw for coupled [C] and decoupled [D] cases. It can be seen that most of the ∆T data are

concentrated around zero with a spread of about ±2 K, meaning the surface and lowest atmosphere layer are close
to thermodynamic equilibrium. The long positive skewed tail of ∆T is produced by cases with low SIC, however as
the distribution clearly shows, these cases have a low frequency of occurrence and most of the data are associated to
SIC above 85%. The decoupled case Fig. 2 [D] shows even clearer the bi-modal feature of the Fnet

lw distribution when
sorted by ∆T .

Analyzing the Fnet
lw with respect to the fraction of liquid/ice water path as depicted in Fig. 3 (left), shows that

coupled mixed-phase clouds are more effective to decrease the amount of LW surface cooling compared to decoupled
mixed-phase clouds. Note a difference of up to 10 W m−2 for a fraction of ∼0.35. When sees the effect of ice cloud
water path (Fig. 3, right) coupled clouds systematically decrease the surface cooling regardless the IWP magnitude.

Moreover it is interesting to note from Fig. 3 (left) that for coupled cases the effectiveness of mixed-phase clouds in
warming the surface at LW radiation is mostly observable for liquid/ice fraction below 0.5, whereas for cases when the
cloud is mostly liquid there is no clear difference in Fnet

lw between coupled and decoupled cases. This might be related
to the total water content in the mixed-phase cloud or the presence of multi-layer clouds and needs to be studied more
deeply.

CONCLUSIONS

Surface thermal radiation observations at the ARM NSA site have been analyzed for the wintertime period 2012 to
2020. The data have been classified into cloud-water vapour transport coupled/decoupled cases with sea ice conditions
upwind. Results are summarized as:
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Figure 3. Net LW flux versus cloud phase fraction (left) and ice water path (right) for coupled (green circles) and decoupled
(orange squares) clouds. IWP is calculated using retrievals obtained from the Cloudnet algorithm.

• Fnet
lw has a mono-modal and bi-modal distribution for coupled and decoupled cases respectively. This can be

related to the finding that decoupled cases are mostly comprised of high level clouds which might comprise of
low cloud fraction allowing clear-sky patches to reach the LW sensor,

• Coupled clouds are more effective to diminish the surface thermal cooling (less negative Fnet
lw ),

• Mixed-phase cloud properties (with varying ratios of LWP and IWP) shown that for coupled clouds with liquid
below 50% the Fnet

lw can reduce the surface cooling in average by up to 10 W m−2.

Results are consistent with [2] on the effect of leads or polynyas on cloud properties, but contradictory to [8] who
claims high lead fraction (i.e. low SIC values) reduces pre-existing low level clouds that in turn decreases down-
welling thermal flux, accelerating the freezing of sea ice. No direct hint to support that claim has been found, and this
apparent discrepancies need to be further researched.

To achieve a complete picture, we will include the cloud radiative effects (CRE) which is defined as the difference
between the net all-sky and clear-sky fluxes following the same methodology as [4] successfully applied to the central
Arctic site Ny Ålesund, Svalbard.
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